Resolution process

Call for resolutions sent to members (not less than 150 days before annual meeting)

ASWB Bylaws & Resolutions Committee chair reports on committee’s work and any proposed resolutions (Day 1 of annual meeting)

Delegates vote on proposed resolutions after discussion (Day 2 of annual meeting)

Resolutions due to ASWB (not less than 120 days before annual meeting)

Member boards consider proposed resolutions and advise their delegate how to vote (before annual meeting)

To pass, resolutions require a simple majority vote

ASWB office notifies membership of proposed resolutions (not less than 60 days before annual meeting)

Bylaws & Resolutions Committee considers proposed resolutions and recommends DO PASS, NOT PASS, or NO RECOMMENDATION

Bylaws & Resolutions Committee forwards proposed resolutions to ASWB office (not less than 75 days before annual meeting)

Key
Blue text: Committee action
White text: ASWB staff action
Yellow text: Member board / delegate action